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84 THE CEAYON. _ 

GIOTTO, AND HIS WORKS IN PADUA. 

From the Athenwvm. 

If there be any subject on which the greatest 

opponent of Mr. Ruskin would confess that he 

is above all men competent to write, both from 

natural gifts and the acquisitions of education, 
it is the Life of Giotto and the works of early 
Italian Art. The thirteenth century, Florence, 

Dante, Christian symbolism and Gothic Art, are 

all involved in the favorite subject of one of 

the deepest, most poetical, and perhaps most 

crotchety thinkers on Art England has ever 

known. 
As a Member of the Arundel Society for 

promoting the knowledge of Art, Mr. Ruskin 
has written the above short work, in order to 
illustrate a series of woodcuts lately .published, 

which are executed after Giotto's famous fres 
coes in the Arena Chapel, Padua. The author 
does not profess to attempt a regular history of 
Giotto's life, having no time to search through 
the libraries of Italy for documents relating to 
the years during which he worked. We have 
no right to demand a biography from a writer 

who professes to give only a sketch; but we 

scarcely expected to find Mr. Ruskin courageous 
ly saying?"I have had no time even for the 
examination of well-known and published ma 

terials, and have, therefore, merely collected, 
from the sources nearest at hand, such informa 
tion as appeared absolutely necessary to render 
the series of Plates, now published by the Arun 
del Society, intelligible." The book?however 

sanguine our expectations?fully bears out this 
candid avowal. It contains several passages of 
fervid landscape painting, much theory, and a, 
few facts and anecdotes from Vasari. We 

might have expected some verification and jux 
taposition of dates, and some enlargement of our 

biographical knowledge, from one who has 
studied thirteenth-century Art so deeply?if not 
for the sake of his own reputation, at least on 
the old proverbial principle?which no new 

rhapsody or newer theory can subvert?"that 

everything that is worth doing is worth doing 
well." Perhaps, one of the most singular fea 
tures in Mr. Ruskin's mind is, that, in conjunc 
tion with wide imagination and an intellect at 
once grasping and retentive, he utterly ignores 
history, and seldom cares to illustrate any sub 

ject by associative reading, or the legends, 
religion or literature of his own or any other 

country. He seldom quotes a poet-^rarely re 
lates an anecdote, and seldom recalls the figures 
of the great men who peopled the thirteenth 

century, even when he is poring over the build 

ings which they built and inhabited. 

Coming to Giotto and his times:?rat the close 
of the thirteenth century, Enrico Scrovigno?a 
noble Paduan, the son of a miser whom Darite 

met in the seventh circle of the Inferno, chief 
of all the usurers who there bewail their ten per 
cent., and distinguished heraldically by the blue 
boar pictured on his white scrip?-purchased the 
ruins of a Roman arena from the family of the 

Delesmanini. On their " 
blood-bbultered" land 

he raised two altars?one to God and the other 
to Mammon; that is to say, he; built a fortified 
palace and a chapel dedicated to the Annunciate 
Virgin. It is supposed that the miser's son 

sought, by foolishly wasting his money, to> atone 
for the sins committed in foolishly collecting it. 
First cruelty, then pride, and lastly superstition, 
cursed the place; till Giotto, the shepherd's 
son, came from his sheep-walks on Fiesole, and 
hallowed the spot by covering it with the purest 
visions of Christian Art. 

This chapel was built in 1303 ; and replaced 
one in which an annual festival had been long 
held on Lady-Day, and in which the mystery of 
the Annunciation was celebrated with rude 

monkish plays and music. Some writers sup 
pose that the miser's son was one of the Cava 
lieri Godenti?an order of knights instituted to 
defend the dignity of the Virgin Mary against 

all heretics?an order of men who showed their 

desire of living well by good living. In a short 

time the Cavaliers of St. Mary became known to 

the witty Florentines as the " 
Merry Brothers." 

It is to this strange motive power Frederici sup 

poses we owe all the works of Giotto. There is 

reason to believe that this order, who ate to live 

and lived to eat, employed this chapel for their 

ceremonies. 
But the merry order, who divided time equally j 

between praying, fighting and drinking, fell 

upon evil days, and the miser's son, driven into 

exile, died in Venice, and was buried in the 

chapel he had built, having two monuments 
raised to his memory, in one of which he stands, 
and in the other lies recumbent. It has been 
often considered one of the instances of Catholic 

subtlety, that the Popes always enlisted heretics 
and heresies to fight against their enemies. The 

Franciscans he'aded a schism?the Benedictines 
headed a schism?the Jesuits represented a 

schism?and yet all remained Catholics. The 
heretics against whom the Merry Brothers were 

enrolled were, in fact, early Reformers, as much 
as the Albigenses or Wickliffe and his disciples. 

In 1306 Giotto, then the acknowledged mas 
ter of painting in Italy, was summoned to 
decorate the interior walls of this Arena Chapel, 
three years after its erection. Vasari puts the 
date of the-painter's birth at 1276; but con 

tradicts himself in subsequent facts. A shep 
herd boy, like David, as Mr. Euskin is fond of 

sayirig, Giotto spent his childhood at Vespig-' 
nano, about fourteen miles north of Florence, 
on the road to Bologna. The description of this 

spot is very eloquent, and we give it :? 

"Few travellers can forget the peculiar land 

scape of that district of the Apennine. As they 
ascend the hill which rises from Florence to the 
lowest break in the ridge of Fiesole, they pass 
continually beneath the walls of villas bright in 

perfect luxury, and beside cypress-hedges, in 

closing fair-terraced gardens, where the masses 
of oleander and magnolia, motionless as leaves 
in a picture, inlay alternately upon the blue sky 
their branching lightness of pale rose-color, and' 

deep green, breadth of shade, studded with balls 
of budding silver, and showing at intervals 

through their framework of rich leaf and rubied, 
flower, the far-away benda of the Amo beneath 
its slopes of olive, and the purple peaks of the 

Carrara mountains, tossing themselr^s against 
the western distance, where the streaks of mo 
tionless clouds burn above the Pisan sea. The 
traveller passes the Fiesolan ridge, and all is 

changed. The country is on a sudden lonely.! 
Here and there, indeed^ are seen the scattered 
houses of a farm grouped gracefully upon the 
hill-sides?here and there -a fragment of tower 

upon a distant rock; but neither gardens, nor 

flowers, nor glittering palace-walls, only a grey 
extent of mountain-ground, tufted irregularly 

with ilex and^olive; a scene not sublime, for its 
forms are subdued and low; .not desolate, for its 

valleys are full of sown fields and tended pas 
tures; not rich nor lovely, but sunburnt and 

sorrowful; becoming wilder every instant as the 
road winds into its recesses, ascending still, 
until the higher woods, now partly oak. and 

partly pine, drooping back from the central crest 
of the Apennine, leave a pastoral wilderness of 
scathed rock and arid grass, withered away here 

by frost, and there by strange lambent tongues 
of earth-fed fire. Giotto passed the first ten 

years of his life, a shepherd-boy, among these 

hills; Was found by Gimabue, near his native 

village, drawing one of his sheep upon a smooth 

stone; was yielded up by his father, 
' a simple 

person, a laborer of the earth,' to the guardian 
ship of the painter, who, by his own work, had 

already made the streets of Florence ring with 

joy ; attended him to Florence, and became his 

disciple. We may fancy the glance of the boy, 
when he and Cimabue stood side by side on the 
ridge of Fiesole, and for the first time he saw | 
the flowering thickets of the Val d'Arno; and 

deep beneath, the innumerable towers of the 

City of the Lily, the depths of his own heart 

yet hiding the fairest of them all. Another year 

passed over him, and he was chosen from among 
the painters of Italy to decorate the Vatican." 

Informed of his fame, the Pope sent a courtier 
to Giotto, says Vasari, to see if he were fit to 
execute some paintings at St. Peter's. The am 

bassador collected drawings from the artists of 

Siena, and coming into Giotto's shop one morn 

ing as he was at work, requested a proof of his 
skill. Giotto, taking a leaf of vellum, with a 

brush dipped in red, fixing his. arm to his side 
and turning his hand, made a circle so perfect 
in measure and outline that it was a wonder to 

see, and handed it with a smile to the Roman. 
The courtier, thinking himself mocked, asked 
for some other proof of his art. Giotto replied: 
"This is enough, and too much; send it with 
the others, you will see it will be understood." 

When the Pope saw it, he at once acknowledged 
that the Florentine surpassed all the painters of 
his time. From that time it has been a proverb 
in the city of Florence, "Thou art rounder than 
the 0 of Giotto." From this small bit of gold 

Mr. Ruskin beats out several acres of leaf. It 

proves that Giotto had a profound feeling of the 
value of precision in all Art?secondly, it proves 
that Giotto was proud of being a good work 

man and unconscious or regardless of his own 

geniUs. 
At this period of Art, Mr. Ruskin shows the 

painter was a laborer and a travelling decora 
tor of walls?having a workshop at Florence 
for the sale of small tempera pictures. Of this 
there is proof in the story in Sachettij which 
describes a pompous fellow entering his shop 
and throwing down a shield, exclaiming, "Paint 

me my arms on that shield." Giotto, looking 
after him with a smile, exclaims to his fellows, " 
Who is he ? what is he ? He says 

c Paint me 

my arms,' as if he were one of the Bafdi. What 
arms does he bear ?" This great man was a. 

workman at the command of any employer for 

any work:-? 

"Thus he went, a serene laborer, throughout 
the length and breadth of Italy. For the first 
ten years of his life; a shepherd; then a student, 
perhaps for five or six; then already in Florence, 
setting himself to his life's task; and called as 
a master to Rome when he was only twenty. 
There he painted the principal chapel of, St. Pe 

ter's, and worked in mosaic also; no handi 

crafts, that had color or form for their objects, 
seeming unknown to him. - Then returning to 

Florence, he painted Dante, about the year 1300, 
the 35th year of Dante's life, the 24th of his 

own; ahd designed the facade of the Duomo,.on 
the death of-its former architect, Arnolfo. Some 
six years afterwards he went to Padua, there 

painting the chapel'which is the subject of our 

present study, and many other churches. Thance 
south again, cto Assisi, where he painted half 
the walls and vaults of the great convent that 
stretches itself along the slopes of the Perugian 
hills, and various other minor works on his way 
there and back to Florence. Staying in his na 
tive city but a little while, he engaged himself 
in other tasks at Ferrara, Verona, and Raven 

na, and at last at Avignon, where he became 

acquainted with Petrarch?working there for 
some three years, from 1324 to 1327; and then 

passed rapidly through Florence and Orvieto on 
his way to Naples, where he received the kindest 

welcome from the good king Robert." 

This king, partial to men of genius, delighted 
in Giotto's society, visiting him while painting 

?delighted as much by his tongue as his hand. 
In 1322 he was appointed chief master of the 

works of the Duomo at Florence, with a yearly 
salary of 100 gold florins and the privilege of 

citizenship. Like Wren, his designs were be 

yond the conception of his employer :? 

" 
He designed the Campanile, in a more per 

fect form than that which now exists; for his 
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intended spire, 150 feet in height, never was 

erected. He, however, modelled the bas-reliefs 

for the base of the building, and sculptured two 

of them with his own hand. It was afterwards 

completed, with the exception of the spire, ac 

cording to his design; but he only saw its foun 
dations laid, and its first marble story rise. He 
died at Florence, on the 8th of January, 1337, 
full of honor; happy, perhaps, in departing at 
the zenith of his strength, when his eye had not 
become dim, nor his natural force abated. He 
was buried in the cathedral, at the angle near 
est his campanile; and thus the tower, which 
is the chief grace of his native city, may be re 

garded as his own sepulchral monument." 

His character as a man is well summed up by 
Mr. Ruskin:? 

"I think it unnecessary to repeat here any 
other of the anecdotes commonly related of Gi 

otto, as separately taken, they are quite value 
less. Yet much may be gathered from their 

general tone. It is remarkable that they are, 
almost without exception, records of good-hu 
mored jests, involving or illustrating some point 
of practical good sense; and by comparing this 

general color of the reputation of Giotto with the 
actual character of his designs, there cannot re 

main the smallest doubt that his mind was one 

of the most healthy, kind and active that ever 
informed a human frame. His love of beauty 

was entirely free from weakness; his love of 
truth untinged with severity; his industry con 

stant, without impatience; his workmanship 
accurate, without formalism; his temper serene, 
and yet playful; his imagination exhaustless, 

without extravaganCe"7""and his faith firm, with 
out superstition. I do not know, in the annals 
of Art, such another example of happy, practical, 
unerring and benevolent power." 

On what Giotto did for Art we are told in 
assertions so boldly uttered that we forget for a 
moment they are controvertible. His innova 
tions seem to have been the introduction of 

lighter colors, of broader masses, and a more 
careful imitation of nature. He was a Chris 
tian painter, faulty in drawing, but a noble 
colorist. The Art of Europe Mr. Ruskin di 
vides into Roman Art, crystallizing into Byzan 
tine ; and Gothic, grafted on the Roman stock? 
barbarous at first, but progressing steadily to life 
and power. The first innovator on Gothic for 

malism was Giunta of Pisa, the second Cima 

bue, the third Giotto. The latter softened the 

Byzantine treatment, enlarged the number of 

figures, and enlivened the gesture. He threw 

by the conventional subjects of the Eastern 

schools, invented his own designs, and intro 
duced much Christian allegory and condensed 

Hymbolism. He never finished highly, says Mr. 

Ruskin, and, though never loose and sketchy, is 

by no means delicate. His lines are firm, but 
never fine. His touch is bold and somewhat 

heavy, even in his smaller pictures?in fresco 
his handling is broader than that of his contem 

poraries?his characters are plain, masculine 
sort of people, not ideally refined, like those of 

Gozzoli, Angelico, or Francia?and for this rea 
son the character of his painting is well ex 

pressed by bold wood-engraving. Abandoning 
the petty details of Byzantine, Romanesque, 
and Normau drapery, Giotto obtained breadth 

by broad Titianesque masses. 
In color Giotto introduced a perfect revolu 

tion says the author, whose opinions we con 
dense. The European coloring of the eleventh 
and twelfth centuries was pale?faint red, green 
and yellow being preferred, and blue sparingly 
used, and in some manuscripts black and yellow 
being alone employed. At the close of the 
twelfth century, Mr. Ruskin considers a system 
of perfect color was matured, solemn and deep, 
composed strictly of blue, purple and scarlet:? 

(the colors revealed by God on Sinai, a favorite 

fancy of our author). In the fourteenth century 
color grew again pale, faint and delicate. The 

Giottesque color is thus peculiarly distinguished 
from the Byzantine, which is dark (from age ?) 

We extract the detailed account of Giotto's 
color:-.? 

" 
Again, he was a very noble colorist; and 

in his peculiar feeling for breadth of hue resem 
bled Titian more than any other of the Floren 
tine school. That is to say, had he been born 
two centuries later, when the art of painting 

was fully known, I believe he would have treat 
ed his subjects much more like Titian than like 

Raphael; in fact, the frescoes of Titian in the 

chapel beside the Church of St. Antonio at Pa 
dua, are, in all technical qualities, and in many 
of their conceptions, almost exactly what I be 
lieve Giotto would have done, had he lived in 

Titian's time. As it was, he of course never 
attained either richness, or truth of color; hut 
in serene brilliancy he is not easily rivalled; in 

variably massing his hues in large fields, limiting 
them firmly, and then filling them with subtle 

gradation. He had the Venetian fondness for 
bars and stripes, not unfirequently casting barred 
colors obliquely across the draperies of an up* 
right figure, from side to side (as very notably in 
the dress of one of the musicians who are playr 
ing to the dancing of Herodias' daughter, in one 
of his frescoes at Santa Croce); and this predi 
lection was mingled with the truly* mediaeval 
love of quartering. The figure of the Madonna 
in the small tempera pictures in the Academy 
at Florence is always completely divided into 
two narrow segments by her dark blue rohe." 

It is a peculiar feature of Mr. Ruskih's mind 
that he no sooner strikes out a theory than he 

lays it down as a " 
finality" dogma; and he no 

sooner conceives a poetical analogy than he 
tries to petrify it into a logical axiom. His 
latest fancy is, that chiar-oscuro and color are 

incompatible. Feeling this, and sacrificing light 
and shade to color, Tintoret, he thinks, is infe 
rior to Titian; on this account Giotto loses 

more than most painters by engraving. His 
work was decorative, and subservient in most 

instances to architectural effect. Away from 
roof and wall, the designs are but single flower 
leaves picked off a stem. 

The defects of Giotto can be seen by any one, 
but it takes a trained eye to discover his excel 
lences'. His drawing is faulty, and he has no 

knowledge of the human figure?and the diffi 

culty of copying these defects renders the engra 
vings from his works so imperfect. Giotto 

attempted no imitative realization; his works 
are simple suggestions of ideas, claiming no 

regard except for the inherent value of the 

thoughts. There is no filling of the landscape? 
as our author says? 
" With variety of scenery, architecture or inci 

dent, as in the works of Benozzo Gozzoli or 

Perugino; no wealth of jewelry and gold spent 
on the dresses of the figures, as in the delicate 
labors of Angelico or Gentile da Fabriano. The 

background is never more than a few gloomy 
masses of rock, with a tree or two, and perhaps 
a fountain; the architecture is merely what is 

necessary to explain the scene; the dresses are 

painted sternly on the c 
heroic' principle of Sir 

Joshua Reynolds?that drapery is to be * 
dra 

pery, and nothing more'^-there is no silk, nor 

velvet, nor distinguishable material of any kind; 
the whole power of the picture is rested on the 
three simple essentials of painting-^-pure Color, 
noble Form, noble Thought." 

Giotto's figures are often ludicrously cum 
brous from the exceeding simplicity of the dra 

pery and the massiveness of * its unbroken form 
?and his art was rather symbolic than realistic. 
He appealed to imaginations that did not want 

everything done for them, but could piece out 
the narrow stage with the visions of earth and 
heaven. His subjects are healthy and simple, 
not spasmodic or feverish, tumid or flaccid, 
forming parts of a series and each like cantos of 

a long and solemn epic. We hope it is not the 
pride that apes humility that leads Mr. Ruskin 
to say, at the close of his book, that he does 
not feel himself capable of judging accurately of 
the real rank of Giotto's Art in the abstract, 
having never- seen his finest works at Assisi and 

Naples, nor carefully studied even those at Flor 
ence. We trust that this strange self-accusa 
tion savors more of Newton's dying quotation 
from "Paradise Regained" than Johnson's 
avowal that he knew nothing of Greek. The 
confession is literary suicide. If he has never 
studied Giotto carefully, nor seen his best works, 

why does he write so much about him ? Can 
critics criticise by clairvoyance ? 

STRICTURES 01* MUSICAL CRITICS 

(From the Musical Gazette.) 

A GEMn^E criticism is one of those rarities, 
>> 

among which we are told that patience is class 
ed : with every musically-edudated mind a pos 
sibility, but yet pne very seldom achieved, be 
cause it involves five virtues, which must either 
exist spontaneously in the writer, which is rare, 
or they must be incorporated by an effort of the 

will, so thoroughly as to have unlimited influ 
ence on opinion, which is rarer still. These five 

virtues, which we lay down as the sine qua non 
of a faithful criticism are, judgment, taste, dis 

crimination, coolness, and, above all, candor. 
A faitful critic is a valuable member of society, 
surrounded by numberless temptations and ex 
traneous influences; almost necessarily brought 
into contact with artists, and seeing both before 
and behind the curtain; attached by personal 
friendship, or repelled by social qualities, which 
should be lost when viewing the mere artist,; 
accustomed, it may be, to a peculiar school of 

composition, or to a patience, style of vocaliza 
tion ; thoroughly read in the various depart 

ments of the Art, and esteeming, it may be, one 

I more highly than the rest; acquainted with ar 

; tists, whose friendly recognition is involuntarily 

| sought by the majority of persons, and con 

stantly swayed by a generous desire.to speak 
approvingly of their- efforts; hearing the opera 

with a crowded, enthusiastic auditory, carried 

away by the numberless surrounding accessories 
of scene, and seeing, perhaps, that the entire 
house is tumultuous in. encomiums. Thus to 

live, and yet to retain in their integrity his own 

judgment, his own taste, and his own candid 

opinions,-require 
a more than ordinary, mind. 

It may be said that a faithful critic is rarely 
fashionable j and the remark is severe?severe 
1 on the .calibre of the public mind. It is humi 

liating to think that the great tribunal,, which 
should collectively have sufficient education to 
establish the character of artistic worth, is yet 
so shackled by, it is difficult to say what influ 

ence, that a candid opinion of thorough judg 
ment will clash almost invariably with popular 
sentiment.; that is to say, with popular senti 

ment as expressed in general conversation. But 
there is a vein .of opinion deeper than drawing 
room chat; and the time will come when these 

honest views will express themselves. . 

We need hardly ask any of our reaaers to 
call up any singer of pur day, and to strictly 
analyze style, voice, cultivation, ;.&<?., and to say 

what their original opinion is, to show that it 

almost always will differ from what the news 

papers of the day have pronounced, .concern 

ing them. It may he an .erring <on the generous 
side of our character i hut this is not what we 

asXfor in an impartial critic. The woman or 

the man must be lost, and the music alone re 

main. Let us not be misunderstood. The 
word critic has two definitions, which differ 

widely. That which we refer to is "one whoj 
from experience, knowledge, habit, or taste, .can 

perceive the difference between propriety and 

impropriety in works of Art:; between the xia 

tural and the unnatural, the congruous and in 
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